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Farmegeddon 
 

By James McGuire 
 

This writer will not dwell into the immortal battle of good versus evil. The discussions 
surrounding Armageddon are better left to theologians. The United States and other have 
sufficient financial earthly issues that require proper attention by their lawmakers and leaders. 
 

Hear ye!  Hear ye!  This court is now in order. 
Can one imagine God’s bailiff hailing these words? 

 
Land is land, and if one plants turnips and beans, such will grow, if not neglected. The United 
States grew from the actions of our forefathers. Over generations of this country’s history, the 
leadership has been infiltrated and polluted by those who have tagged, categorized and indexed 
the citizens for profit.  The leaders of this country bow to the dictated orders of those who only 
want to own and control for their own self serving motives. Our leaders need to ask themselves if 
it is better to be a slave, follow orders, and enjoy a few fruits of the spoil, while allowing the 
souls of this land to be committed to servitude, or if it is better to be a just leader.  Many 
writings, both theological and secular, discuss God’s laws.  Whereas God’s laws are absolute, 
attorneys, judges and lawmakers have allowed man’s laws to become laws of confusion and 
condemnation. 
 
So long as people blindly follow and obey, the banks’ greed will grow. This country’s leaders 
and the financial institutions (that donate to the leaders) may perceive the people’s lives as 
miserable; however, the people have become knowledgeable of the inhumanity and refuse to 
blindly follow any more. 
 
Laws of justice move slowly and may be appealed; God’s laws are Supreme and cannot be 
broken, man may avoid prosecution under man’s law, but one cannot avoid God’s judgment.  
 

One may gamble secondary market CDS bets, but will the same bet his/her soul? 
 

Imagine the Headline: 

“God Wins seat in Congress” 


